### APA


Retrieved from http://web.ebscohost.com

**In-Text:** (Kunzig, 2009, p. 378)

*For more information see page 200 and 175 (in-text) in the APA Publication Manual, 6th ed.*

---

### Chicago (Notes/Bibliography)

**Sample Note:**


**If bib citation required:**


*For more information, see pages 738-739 and 741 (bib example) in the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed.*

---

### MLA


*Academic Search Premier*,


**In-Text:** (Kunzig 378)

*For more information, see pages 32, 45, and 54-58 (in-text) in the MLA Handbook, 8th ed.*

---

### Turabian

**Sample Note:**


**If bib citation required:**


*For more information, see page 185-186 in the Turabian Manual, 8th ed.*

---

### ASA


Retrieved September 23, 2009


**In-Text:** (Kunzig 2009: 378)

*For more information, see pages 110-111, 86, and 45-47 (in-text) in the ASA Style Guide, 5th ed.*

---
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